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Abstract 
Beauquier, D. and A. Podelski, Rabin tree automata and finite monoids, Theoretical Computer 
Science 134 (1994) 13-25. 
We incorporate finite monoids into the theory of recognizability of w-tree languages by Rabin 
automata. We define a free monoid of o-trees and associate with each o-tree language L a language 
i of infinite words over this monoid. Using this correspondence we introduce strong monoid 
recognizability of o-tree languages (strengthening the standard notion for infinite words) and show 
it to be equivalent to Rabin recognizability. We also show that there exists an o-tree language 
L which is not Rabin recognizable, but its associated language i is monoid recognizable (in the 
standard sense). Our positive result opens the theory of varieties of w-tree languages, in extension of 
the ones for finite and infinite words and finite trees. 
1. Introduction 
The importance of Rabin automata on o-trees comes from the fact that they yield 
a powerful decision tool, namely for all those problems which are reducible to the 
monadic second-order logic over the infinite binary tree [ll, 123. These include, for 
example, many decidability problems for properties of sequential and parallel pro- 
grams (cf. [3]). The theory of Rabin automata is by now well established; for a survey, 
cf. [15] for a collection of recent results, cf. [5]. It can be viewed as an extension of 
the theory of automata on infinite words [l], words being the special case of unary 
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trees. This extension is, however, not at all a straightforward one. This is indicated by 
the complexity bounds for the corresponding algorithms as well as the difficulty of the 
proofs of the corresponding results. It is confirmed also by the results of this paper. 
The characterization of the recognizability of languages of infinite words in terms of 
finite monoids is one of the cornerstones of the theory of automata on infinite words. 
This paper deals with the extension of this characterization. We introduce the notion 
of strong monoid recognizability of a language of o-trees. We show that it is equivalent 
to recognizability by a Rabin automaton. 
This result extends a corresponding one for the case of finite trees and words [4]: 
A language L of finite trees is recognizable if and only if it is monoid-recognizable. The 
latter means that the language i of pointed trees associated with L is recognizable as 
a set of finite words over an alphabet (of pointed trees of height 1). In terms of the 
theory of varieties (of monoids and formal languages, cf. [2, lo]), the result states the 
correspondence between the one of finite monoids and the one of recognizable 
languages. For results on other varieties for finite trees (cf. [4,7,13,14]) for infinite 
words (cf. [S, 61). Now, our result, establishing a connection between recognizable sets 
of o-trees and finite monoids, indicates the possibility to open the theory of varieties 
of languages of w-trees. 
We also show that the straightforward extension of the characterization of the 
recognizability of languages of infinite words in terms of finite monoids is not possible. 
Namely, if monoid recognizable is the straightforward extension of the notion for 
infinite words (and weaker than strong monoid recognizable), then there exists 
a language of o-trees which is monoid recognizable, but not recognizable by a Rabin 
automaton. 
The following section provides the background material which is necessary to make 
this paper self-contained. Section 3 introduces the free monoid of w-pointed trees. 
Infinite words over this free monoid correspond to o-marked trees. We go from 
w-trees to infinite words by associating with a language L of w-trees a set t of marked 
trees. In this setting, the notion of the transition monoid of a Rabin automaton is 
readily obtained, as well as the fact that it is always finite. 
In Section 4, we define strong morphisms from the free monoid of infinite pointed 
trees into a finite monoid. In order to show that Rabin recognizability implies strong 
monoid recognizability, i.e., by a strong morphism, we use the Boolean closure 
properties of the family of Rabin recognizable languages. For the other direction, we 
transform a sequential Rabin automaton recognizing i as a language of infinite 
words, into a Rabin automaton recognizing the language L of o-trees with which i is 
associated. The two directions together form the main result of this paper. The 
requirement on the morphism to be a strong one in this result cannot be dropped. 
This is demonstrated by a counter example in Section 5. Namely, there exists an 
w-tree language L which is not Rabin recognizable, but its associated language i is 
monoid recognizable, i.e., as a language of infinite words. Interestingly, we were not 
able to construct such a counter example; we use a countability argument instead. 
Finally, we conclude with a discussion of further work. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Given a set X, we denote by X* (X0) the set of finite (infinite) words over X. The 
empty word is denoted by 1. 
The initial segment or prefix relation is denoted by d (the proper one by <). It is 
defined by: u d uu for all U, VEX* u X”. In particular, the empty word is prefix of any 
word. 
A nonempty (possibly infinite) subset T of X* closed under initial segments is called 
a tree domain. The elements of T are called nodes, the d-maximal nodes leaves, and 
A the root of T. If UE T, XEX and UXE T then ux is an immediate successor of u in T. The 
boundary b(T) of T is the set of “occurrences just outside of T”, i.e., 
b(T)= (ux~X* 1 UE T, XEX, ux$ T}. 
A path P in T is an infinite sequence P=(wO, wl, . . ) of successive nodes of T, 
starting in the root of T. That is, w0 = i, and w,+ 1 is an immediate successor of w, for 
each m. Note that a finite tree T does not have any paths (in our sense). 
The infinite wordfsX” is also called a path of T if each of its finite prefixes is a node 
of T. That is, if the infinite sequence (ui, u2, . . . ) is a path in T in the other sense. 
Given a set S, an S-valued tree, or shortly, an S-tree t is a mapping t : T -+S where 
T is a tree domain. Then, T is called the domain of t, T=dom(t). For UET, t(u) is the 
label of the node u in t. We use the expression “root oft”, “path in t”, “boundary oft” 
etc., in order to refer to the corresponding objects of T. 
If P=(wO,wl, . ..) is a path in t, let: 
Znf(t, P)= (s6S 1 t(w,)=s for infinitely many m}. 
Observe that if S is finite then Inf(t, P) is always nonempty, and there exists some 
index m, such that t(w&Inf(t,P) for all m>m,,. 
For an S-tree t : dam(t) +S and a node txdom(t), the subtree t ’ u of t rooted in v is 
the S-tree defined by: 
l dom(t.u)={wIvwEdom(t)}; 
l t.v(w)= t(uw), for wEdom(t.u). 
Finally, we define the label of a path ~GX” as the infinite word t(f)= 
t(uI)t(u2) . ..EC”’ constituted by the labels of the nodes Ui on this path (Ui is the finite 
prefix off with length i). 
From now on, for notational convenience, we will focus on full binary trees over 
a given fixed alphabet C, i.e., on C-trees with dam(t)= (1,2}*. Thus, any node 
wedom(t) has exactly two immediate successors wl and w2. Let S,W be the collection 
of all full binary C-trees, i.e., trees of the form t: { 1,2}* --+,?I. We will refer to 
them simply by (0) trees. The extension of our results to n-ary trees (with n >2) or 
ranked trees (where the number of successors of a node may vary with its label) is 
straightforward. 
We now give the classical definition of an automaton on w-trees with the Rabin 
acceptance condition. 
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A Rabin automaton on C-trees is a tuple d = (Q, qO, 6, F) where Q is a nonempty 
finite set of states, qoEQ (the initial state), 6 E Q x Z x Q x Q (the set of transitions), and 
~={(J5,Ur),..., (LN, UN)} where Li, Ui E Q (the collection of accepting pairs of 
states). 
A q-run of the automaton d on a tree t is a Q-tree r, r:dom(t) +Q, such that: 
r(n) =q, and (r(w), t(w), r(wl), r(w2))& for each node wEdom(t). A qo-run is called just 
a run. 
A path P=(wo,wl, . . . ) of a given run r is called an accepting path if there exists 
some i~{l, . . . . N} such that Znf(r, P) n Li #@ and Znf(r, P) n Ui = 8. If all its paths are 
accepting, r is called an accepting run. A tree t is accepted by an automaton ~2 if there 
exists an accepting run of d on t. The set of trees accepted by d is denoted by L(d). 
For a state q of &‘, we write L4(&) for the set of trees for which there exists an 
accepting q-run of & on t, or which are recognized by the automaton obtained from 
d by setting its initial state to be q. 
In order to obtain the notions above for infinite words instead of trees, we note 
words can be viewed as unary trees, i.e., with domain {l}*. A sequential Rabin 
automaton on infinite words over Z can be defined just as a Rabin automaton 
~4 = (Q, qo, 6, F) on unary Z-trees; that is, the set of transitions is now 6 c Q x C x Q. 
The notions of run, acceptance and the sets L,(d) are defined accordingly. 
3. Transition monoids 
Next we introduce the objects which, roughly speaking, will allow us to go from 
w-trees to infinite words. Namely, as we will see later, they correspond to infinite 
words. 
Definition 3.1 (Marked trees of a tree language). A marked tree is a pair (t, f) where 
t E TF is a (full binary Z-) tree, andfe { 1,2}” is a path in t. If L E T; is a tree language, 
we associate with L the set of marked trees of L: 
The objects in the following definition are, as we will see shortly, finite words which 
are the prefixes to the infinite words above. 
Definition 3.2 (Pointed trees). A pointed tree t is a (binary) C-tree whose boundary 
b(t) is a singleton. 
That is, if t is a pointed tree with boundary {w}, then dam(t) = (1,2}* -w { 1,2}*. 
The set of pointed trees has a monoid structure in a natural way. Namely, the 
concatenation tltZ of two pointed trees tl (with boundary {wr}) and t2 is obtained by 
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sticking the root of tz into wl. Formally, the pointed tree tltz is given by: 
dom(t,t,)=dom(t,)u~,dom(t~), and tltz(u)=tl(u)for uedom(t,), and tlt2(w1u)=tZ(~) 
for u&om(tz). Let us note that b(t,t,)=b(t,)b(t,). The unit element is the empty tree 
(the pointed tree with boundary (121). 
We introduce the infinite set of pointed “base” trees: 
rx={tlw)c {1,2}}. 
Each element t of r, can be represented as a triple (t’, a, a) where a = t(A) is the label 
of the root, a~b(t) is the boundary element, and t’= t. CI’ is the subtree oft rooted in the 
(only) immediate successor CI’ of the root. That is, a’ = 1 if CI = 2, and CI’ = 2 if CI = 1. The 
tree t’ will be called the projection of t. The monoid of pointed trees is a free monoid 
over r,, and, hence, denoted r,*. This formalizes our viewing pointed trees as finite 
words. 
If we write a pointed tree t with border node w as the pair (t, w), then we see that a 
marked tree is a degenerate case of a pointed tree, namely where WE{ 1,2}“. Clearly, a 
marked tree (t, w) corresponds uniquely to an infinite sequence ((tl, x1), (tz, x2), . . . ) of 
pointed base trees (ti, Xi)E~~ (where, of course, w = x1x2 ... ), hence, to an infinite word. 
For UGC, a~{ 1,2}, we define the subset Tz(a, ~1) c r, of pointed base trees with a as 
root label and TV as border element. 
r,&,C()={tErIIb(t)=cx, t@)=u}. 
The collection of these sets form a finite partition of TX. 
Definition 3.3 (Runs OIZ pointed trees). A (q, q’)-run of the automaton & over a pointed 
tree t with boundary {w} is a Q-tree r with domain dom(r)=dom(t)u {w}, such that 
r(A)=q, r(w)=q’ and (r(u), t(u),r(U1), r(u2))ES for each node uedom(t). 
The (q,q’)-run r:dom(t)u {w} -Q on the pointed tree t with border element w is 
accepting (and then called an accepting (q,q’)-run on t) if all its (infinite!) paths are 
accepting. Thus, all paths in the set { 1,2)” -w { 1,2)” are accepting. 
Finally, given a (q, q’)-run Y of & on t with border element w, we define States(r)= 
(r(w) 12 Q w < b(t)} as the set of all states encountered at the nodes from the root to the 
“hole” of the pointed tree. 
Let d =(Q, qo, 6, F) be a Rabin tree automaton, where 6 c Q x Z x Q x Q, 
F={(T,,&), . ..r(J%V. UN)>, and qorzQ. We define an equivalence relation over r; 
denoted by N& in the following way: 
t -d t’ iff for all states q, q’EQ the following equivalences hold: 
(1) There exists an accepting (q,q’)-run r of d on t iff there exists an accepting 
(q, q/)-run r’ of & on t’. 
(2) For all i=l, . . . , N, there exists an accepting (q,q’)-run r of d on t with 
States(r)nLi =O iff there exists an accepting (q, q’)-run r’ of ~2 on t’ with 
States(r) n Li # 0. 
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(3) For all i=l,... , N, there exists an accepting (q,q’)-run Y of d on t with 
States(r)n Ui=0 iff there exists an accepting (q, q’)-run r’ of & on t’ with 
States(r) n Ui = 0. 
Lemma 3.4. The relation -d is a congruence of the monoid r,* ofJinite index. 
Proof. The proof without any difficulty is left to the reader. 0 
Definition 3.5 (Transition monoid of a Rabin tree automaton). Given the Rabin tree 
automaton -c4, its transition monoid is the quotient of the free monoid of pointed trees 
with the equivalence relation wd, 
The lemma above implies that M(d) is always finite. 
4. Strong-morphism recognizability 
Given a Rabin tree automaton d, the canonical morphism 0: rz --t&(&), 
t H [t] _& yields a partition of r, which is finite. We will see that it has an additional 
property, which is important in the following. Hence, we classify morphisms with this 
property in the following definition. 
Definition 4.1 (Strong morphisms). Let $ be a morphism $ : rF --f M into a monoid M. 
The morphism $ is called a strong morphism if, for all USC, CIE{ 1,2), meM, the sets 
{t’EFf $(t’,a,cc)=m} 
are Rabin recognizable. 
These sets are the sets of projections of the pointed base trees ter2(a, a) n $ -I (m) 
for fixed a, LX and m. 
Lemma 4.2. For any Rabin automaton ~4, the canonical mapping 8:rt -J&‘(JZ?), 
t++Ctl-. is a strong morphism. 
Proof. Let mEA!( EC, and a~{l, 2) be given. The two cases LX= 1 and a=2 
being symmetrical, we will prove the statement for the first one, i.e., that 
{ t’e T; I$ (t’, a, 1) = m} is Rabin recognizable. 
If, for some pointed tree tET,*, m=[t]._&, then $(t’, a, 1) = m iff (t’, a, 1) -.FP t. An 
equivalence class can be represented as a Boolean combination of sets L,,,(&), which, 
here, expresses the equivalences in the definition of w,&. Clearly, r is a (q,q’)-run of 
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d on the pointed tree (t’, a, 1) iff there exists a state q” such that (q, a, q’, q”)Eb and 
t’~&(&‘). Also, if r is a (q, q/)-run on the pointed base tree (t’, a, l), then States(r) = {q}. 
That is, I,- l(m) is the set 
(fJ-Vni=fi, ~(w,-~)ni=,n,N(Xi-Yi) 
, 2 
where 
q.q',q"eQ. (q.a,q’,q”)ES 
w= n {(t’, 4 l)Err I fELq”b4), 
3 (q, q’)-run on f 
q,q'.q"~Q(q,a,q'.q")E6 
v= n ((t’, a, lW,E I t’~Lq44), 
no 3 (q. q’)-run on t 
gELi,q',q"sQ (q,a,q',q")ed K= n 
~(q,q’)-run*ont,Stafes(r)n Lit0 
qEL,q’.q”EQ (q,n,qr,a”)Ea 
Ui= U 
no 3 (q. q’)-run I on f, states (r) n L, z 0 
qsU,,q',q"~Q (q,a,q’,q”)sd 
Xi= n {(t’, 4 l)Erz I fELq”(~)), 
3 (q, q’)-run I on f, States(r) n u, = 0 
qeUi,q’,q”eQ (q,a,q’.q”)e6 
x= U {(t’,u, l)Erz I t’ELq..(d)}. 
no3(q,q’)-run*on~,~tate~(r)n ui=O 
Thus, {t’~rF 1 $(t’, a, l)=m} can be represented as a Boolean combination of sets 
L,,,(Lz?); this Boolean combination is obtained from the above one by replacing 
{(t’, a, l)erZ I t’~L,,,(d)} with L,,,(d). Thus, it is Rabin recognizable, thanks to the 
Boolean closure of Rabin recognizable sets. 0 
Definition 4.3 (Strong monoid recognizability). The language L c FF of o-trees is 
called strong monoid recognizable if there exists a strong morphism tj : r,* + A4 into 
a$nite monoid M and the set i is recognized by $, as a language of infinite words 
over the alphabet r,, i.e., 2 G r,W. 
According to the usual definition, a morphism $ : A* +M recognizes a language 
L of infinite words over A, L E A”, if, for some set P c M x M, 
L=(*(;itP cCI-l(m)(ti-‘(e))O. 
A linked pair of elements of M is a pair (m, e) such that me = m, e2 = e. The language 
L G A” is saturated by the morphism II/ if, for every linked pair (m, e)EM x M, 
LnF’(m)($-‘(e))“#fJ * $-‘(m)($-‘(e))W EL. 
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Clearly, a morphism saturating the language L also recognizes it. A partial converse 
to this property can be formulated. We need the following notion. The Schfitzenberger 
product of two monoids M and N is the set 
MoN={(m,p,n)Im~M, pcMxN, EN} 
equipped with the product: 
(m, p, n)(m’, p’, n’) = (mm’, mp’ u pn’, nn’), 
where 
mp’ = { (mr’, s’) I (r’, s’)Ep’}, pn’ = {(r, sn’) I b-9 h}. 
Let 4 : A* +M and $ : A* + N be two morphisms from the free monoid over A into 
the monoids M and N, respectively. Then one denotes by +otj the morphism 
q5o$:A* +MoN 
from the free monoid over A into the monoid M o N which is defined so that for WE A*, 
~oll/(w)=(~(w),p(w),I//(w)) 
where ,o(w)=((d4u),IcIW)Iw=u~}. 
Fact 4.4 (Perrin, Pin [9]). Let 4 : A* -PM be a morphism from A* into ajinite monoid 
M and let L be a subset of A”. If 4 recognizes L then 4 04 saturates L. 
For our notion of recognizability as in Definition 4.3, we need the following 
property. 
Proposition 4.5. Zf 4 : r,* +M is a strong morphism, then C$ o C$ :F’,* -+ M o M is also 
a strong morphism. 
Proof. The sets 
{t’~~~I(t’,a,~)~~,(a,~)n(~o~)-‘(m,p,n)} 
are Boolean combinations of Rabin recognizable sets. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let L c F,W be a tree language recognized by a Rabin tree automaton &. 
The canonical morphism 6: r,* -A(d) saturates I? 
Proof. Let (m,e) be a linked pair such that O-l(m)(B-‘(e))Wn~#@ Let (t,f) be 
a marked tree in this intersection. Since t E L, there exists an accepting run r of & over 
t. We can represent (tf) as the infinite product (t,f)= totIt ... of pointed trees, t,ErZ 
for n = 0, 1,2, . , . , such that: 
0 @(t,)=m; 
0 &t,)=e, for n=l,2,...; 
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l there exists an accepting (qO, q)-run on to; 
0 for n-1,2,..., there exists an accepting (q,q)-run r, on t, such that 
States(r,)nL,fO and States(r,)n Vi=8 for some i (i= 1, . . . ,N). 
Let (t’,f’)EK’(m)&‘(e)“. Then (t’,f’ ) can be represented as (t’,f’)= tbt; t; ... with 
/iI = m, and for n = 1,2, . . . , f3(tL) = e. This means there exists an accepting (qO, q)-run 
rb on to. For n=l 2 , ,..., there exists an accepting run r; on ti such that 
States(rb) n Li # 8 and States(rL) A Ui = 8. Thus, by composing the runs rb, r;, r;, . . . we 
obtain an accepting run r’ of ~2 over the tree t’. Hence, (t’,f’)Ei. 0 
Corollary 4.7. Let L be a w-tree language recognized by a Rabin tree automaton d. The 
canonical morphism 9 : r,* -A(d) is a strong morphism recognizing L. 
Proof. The statement is a consequence of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.6. 0 
We will now prove the reverse of the statement above. 
Proposition 4.8. Let $ : r,* -+M be a strong morphism into a jinite monoid M, and 
L E T,W an o-tree language such that $ recognizes L. Then L is Rabin recognizable. 
Proof. Since L is recognized by the morphism I/I, it is recognized by a deterministic 
sequential Rabin automaton &I = (Q, r,, 6, q,,, P), where 6 E Q x r, x Q x Q and 
~={(Li, Vi)1 1 <i<N). 
The monoid M acts on Q in the following way: q ‘1 m = q’ if there is a pointed base 
tree (t, a, a) in (the alphabet) r, such that (q,(t, a,a), q’)& and $(t, a, a) = m. Clearly, 
there is at most one q’ such that q ‘D m = q’. 
Moreover, since $ is a strong morphism, for each aEC, ~~{1,2}, mEM the set 
(t’EFy 1 t+b(t’, a, a) =m> is recognizable by a Rabin tree automaton z&‘+,,~,~) =(Q(,,,+_), 
C,d (rn,U,U)? qo(m,a,~)~ 9 (rn,a,a) ). 
We will build a Rabin tree automaton &’ which simulates the sequential Rabin 
automaton B on a pathfE{ 1,2}” of a tree tETy m the following way. At each node 
w along the pathf(i.e., w~(l, 2}*, w <f), if a is its label, a~(l, 2) the next direction on 
f (i.e., WCI <f), and t’ the subtree of t rooted in the other successor node (i.e., in wcl’ 
where CI’ #a), it “guesses” the image m in M of the pointed base tree (t’, a, a)ETr; then it 
“checks” its guess by using the appropriate automaton J&‘(~,~,+). 
More precisely, we define: 
( 
ltlEM,LlET msM,ooZ WiEM,C?EZ 
a~= Qu u Qp,v,aj,& u 4m,a,aju~‘,qo,9u u ~on,a,aj 
as11.2) as(1.21 asl1,2) 1 
where: 
l The unions defining & are disjoint unions; 
l (q,a, q’,qO,m.u,n,)~S’ iff there exists some (t, a, 1)~ r, such that $(t, a, l)=m and 
q.Bm=qq’; 
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l (4, a, qo,,“,.,.1> q’)E6’ iff there exists some (&a, 2)~ Tr such that $(t, a, 2)=m and 
q.@m=q’. 
We show that the language recognized by d is exactly L. 
First, let teL. We choose an arbitrary path_/?{ 1,2}“. Since (t,f)e& the marked tree, 
as an infinite word over r,, (t,f)= tot1 t, ... where to, tl, t2 ...~r~, admits an accepting 
run r =(qo, ql, q2,. . . ) by the sequential Rabin automaton 68. 
Thus, there exists a state q, an integer i and an increasing sequence (rQpEN such that 
r can be decomposed into an accepting (qO,q)-run I,,~ on the pointed tree 
t no+ 1t,,,, . . . t.,Erz, followed by the accepting (q, q)-runs r,+ on the pointed tree 
r”p+lrnp+*... np+l t  ri such that States(r&) n Li # 0 and States(Q n Vi = 0. 
We choose cr,~(1,2} for 1z=O,1,2, . . . such thatf=Mocr,a2 . . . . we setf,=cr,cr,cr, . ..cx., 
an=t(j&C, and t,G(tJ=m,. 
We denote by cl, the element in {1,2) different from a,. Now we can give an 
accepting run r of d over t, by setting, for n 2 0: 
l r(.LJ=40..3 @0...L); 
l rCk%J = 40,,,.,.,,,,,; 
l r is defined on the subtree t .fncln identical to an accepting run of the automaton 
._Zz (nr.,O n.lln ,; i.e., starting in its initial state qo,m,,a .,=. ). 
Now, it is clear that r is an accepting run onfsince, restricted tof; r is the behaviour 
of 98 on (t,f). For each subtree t .f$,,, r is the behaviour of a Rabin automaton which 
recognizes this subtree. So, r is an accepting run on the whole tree t. 
Reversely, let r be an accepting run of the automaton d over a tree tes;. On some 
pathfsuch that (t,f) = tbt; t; . . . , where to, tl, t2, . . ark, r is the run of the automaton 
93 over the infinite word tbt; t; . . . . 
Again, we choose CI,E{ 1,2} for n=O, 1,2, . . . such that f=~l~clrcl~ . .. . we set 
fn=a,a,a, . ..a., and an=t(fn)eC. 
There exists an element m, = $(tL) such that r(fn&)= qoC,“,,n,,mj and since the run is 
an accepting one, it proves that $(tJ= t,b(t’,). Since tb . . . t; . . . EL then (t,f)EL and 
therefore teL. 0 
We can summarize the previous facts as follows. 
Theorem 4.9. A language L c F,W of w-trees is Rabin recognizable if and only if it is 
strong monoid recognizable. Moreover, we may assume that the morphism saturates the 
language i: . 
That is, if and only if L E r; is Rabin recognizable then i G r; is recognized by 
a strong morphism t/j : rf -+ M into a finite monoid M. 
Proof. The “if” direction is exactly Proposition 4.8. The “only if” direction is 
Corollary 4.7. By Fact 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 we may assume that the morphism 
saturates L. 0 
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As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.10. Let $ : rz +M be a morphism into ajnite monoid, and L a tree language 
such that $ saturates i. Then +!I recognizes the complement of L. 
We have to point out the importance of this property. Indeed, if a Rabin tree 
language L is given as a language recognized by a strong morphism, then the 
complement of L is recognized by the same morphism. 
5. A counterexample 
We will show that we cannot omit the condition in Theorem 4.9 that the morphism 
be a strong one. 
Proposition 5.1. Let C be an alphabet with at least two letters. There exists a morphism 
cc/ : r% + M into ajinite monoid M and a tree language L such that ,f is recognized by 
$ but L is not Rabin recognizable. 
Proof. Let C E {a, b). We shorten the quantification “there exists at most countably 
many” by jGrn. 
For u, EC”, let 
u -suffix v iff ~wE~~~~u’,~~EC*~U=U’W,V=~‘W, 
i.e., iff u and v share a common suffix w. Clearly, N suffix defines an equivalence relation 
on C”. The equivalence class of u is [U]_,,,,,, = C* ((C*)- ’ u). Thus, [u] _rvli,r is a count- 
able set. Since the cardinality of { 1,2} o is that of continuum, the number of different 
sets Cul - luf,,s3 UEP, is the continuum. 
Given an infinite word UEP, we define the language L, of w-trees: 
of all o-trees which have at most countably many pathsfwith a label t(f) which has 
a suffix in common with u. 
We next show that if u + suffix v then L, # L,; this yields that the number of different 
languages L,, UEZ”’ is the continuum. Let t,EYy be the m-tree such that all its paths 
are labeled by U. Then t,e L, - L, for any v + suffix u. 
Let us consider the finite monoid M = {l,O,e} which is the two-element lattice 
together with the extra neutral element e. That is, the monoid product is 1 . 1= 1, 
l.O=O.l=O.O=O. The map $,,:r,*-+M defined by: 
4w = 
1 if 3’w f~{1,2}0,t(f)NSUffiXU; 
0 otherwise. 
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is clearly a morphism. And t,, is recognized by rj since i, = (II/; ’ (1))“. Since the set of 
Rabin languages over the alphabet C is countable, there exists an infinite word u such 
that 2, is recognized by $U and L, is not Rabin recognizable. 0 
6. Conclusion and further work 
We have shown how one can incorporate finite monoids into the theory of 
recognizability of o-tree languages by Rabin automata. The notions of syntactic 
congruence, syntactic monoid and (star-free) regular expression for a language L of 
w-trees can now be readily obtained by taking those of the associated language i of 
pointed trees, viewed as infinite strings over the free monoid rz. This way, we can also 
obtain the extension of the Theorem of Kleene to w-trees, i.e., the characterization of 
recognizability by Rabin tree automata through regular expressions. 
Following the lines of [6,8] and of [4,7,14] for the cases of infinite strings and finite 
trees, respectively, one can now start the investigation of a theory of varieties of 
languages of o-trees. 
We note that our notion of strong monoid recognizability (and the characterization 
in Theorem 4.9) cannot be used to dejine Rabin recognizability. This does not, 
however, concern the research proposed above, since the classification theory relies on 
the fact that the automata recognizability implies the finiteness of the recognizing 
monoid; hence, in our case, on the other direction of Theorem 4.9. 
If, in Definition 4.1, one replaces Rabin by Biichi automata over w-trees, one obtains a 
new notion of strong monoid recognizability. In a forthcoming paper we will show that 
one can obtain a characterization of the weak monadic second-order logic in this way. 
One motivation of the direction of this work is to circumvent he complementation 
of Rabin automata by using the Boolean invariance of monoid morphisms. The 
previous section shows that this is not possible by taking the straightforward notion 
of monoid recognizability. Is there, however, a condition on the sets coming from the 
partition of r, in Definition 4.1 (of strong monoid recognizability) which is weaker 
than the present one and such that Theorem 4.9 still holds, but its proof does not use 
the complementation of Rabin automata? 
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